LAUSD
Recycling Staff
And Operations

Weekly Activity Report
Week Ending
5.21.2016

Hot Topics:
1. The trainer delivered the first of the the Keep California Beautiful checks to the Top LAUSD 9
schools that were honored by the Govenor Brown. Below is a Evergreen Elementary School
that was awarded $500 for their recycling efforts. Pictured is Principal Heather Lowe, Plant
Manager, Herman and Recycling trainers Sean Finn and Kyle Vant Hul.

Weekly results and summary of category:
2015/2016 LAUSD SCHOOL LUNCHTIME PROGRAM SUMMARY

Weeks 1 to 37
Weeks 1 to 37
Weeks 1 to 3

Number of school’s trainers verified
with 2015/2016 lunchtime recycling
programs in place
Number of school’s trainers verified not
committed to the lunchtime program
Number of school lunchtime visits
2015/2016
Number of LAUSD schools which served
lunch based on Republic Services
Customer List

365

44.5%

442

53.8%

807

98.3%

821

100%

Expanded Lunchtime Recycling Trainings
During Week 37

LOC 1
3699
6880
2372
2309
5014
2161

School Name
EVERGREEN EL
INDEPENDENCE EL
ELLEN OCHOA LRNG CTR
SOUTH REGION ES #9
LOYOLA VILLAGE EL
ASPIRE FIRESTONE ACA

Local
District
East
East
East
East
West
XR

# of
Presentations
1
4
3
3
3
6

# of Attendees
860
750
800
570
400
600
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Contract category: Student Training and Low Recycling
School: Evergreem ES Local District: EAST LOC 3699 Students: 860
Weekly results and summary of category
The trainer held a lunch time refresher for the waste station. The students at first lunch love to
volunteer and help stack trays. About 8 students line up behind the trash cans and grab the
student’s trays and assist plant manager. The students enjoy pouring milk and recycling on the
new waste station. Trash is reduced to about 20 half bags daily. There are 10 yellow recycling
bags of trays and milk cartons collected and the student pour approximately 25 gallons of milk
on daily.

Contract category: Student Training and Low Recycling
School: Independence ES Local District: East LOC 6880 Students: 750
Weekly results and summary of category:
This school has one large lunch area and three lunch periods. They only recycle trays. The
plant manager sets out 10 trash cans the first two lunch period and 8 trash cans the third lunch
period at the end of every other table. The staff is assign a day a week to supervise the lunch
period and they remind the students to slow down and form a single file line, dump the food and
stack the trays. During the first lunch periods some of the teacher aides have student volunteers
stand by to collect trays then walk it over to the table where the rest of the students stack the
trays. Student volunteers with the stacking of the trays and when lunch is over, the trays are
placed in the CDS cart. The principal is interested in the milk pouring process, however, she
stated that the plant manager is not very supportive. Plant manager stated that the kids are in a
rush and would make a mess. Recycling efforts resulted in 28 trash bags.
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Contract category: Student Training and Low Recycling
School: ELLEN OCHOA LRNG CTR Local District: EAST LOC 2372 Students: 800
Weekly results and summary of category
This school has a separate kindergarten, elementary and middle school lunch area. It is
considered one campus, however, they are sectioned into their own areas. The trainer
conducted a one day Kick Off at the elementary school. They had their own recycling tray
system in place. The two lunch aids have implemented a functional system that took a lot of trail
an error. They stated that students would not sit at the tables and now they have a reward
system in place that has increased student participation in sitting at table during lunch periods
and after being dismissed forming a single file line and walking up to waste station to dump
trash and recycle trays. The plant manager has 5 trash cans ready and a table for tray stacking,
there are student volunteers that stack the trays. The first lunch period most of the students get
up when they are done and dump the tray, the second and third lunch periods, tables are
dismissed one at time, they have to form a single file line before approaching the waste station.
Each lunch aid takes turns dismissing tables, it's done in a fashionably order. The students
enjoy volunteering, the trays are placed in the white recycle bin. The plant manager is
constantly called to take care of issues throughout campus, the lunch aids run a tight ship and
have worked creatively to implement the tray stacking. Plant manager stated that approximately
20 trash bags are generated during lunch period and varies depending on menu. Trainer
counted 15 trash bag and cafeteria manager stated that on average 520 meals are served.
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Contract category: Student Training and Low Recycling
School: SR REGION ES #9 Local District: EAST LOC 2309 Students: 570
Weekly results and summary of category
This school has 1 lunch area, it is L-shaped. There are 4 trash cans placed in two seperate
areas. There are four lunch periods and two lunch supervision aids who dismiss one table at a
time, they place the trash can near the table to be dismissed and a student is assigned at each
table to dump the trash and stack the tray at the end of the table. There approximately 18
tables. The process is effective, the plant manager is new this year, he started in February.
Trainer recommended adding the milk pouring process and left an educational flyer. One of the
lunch supervision aids stated that they had been recycling trays for four years. Once lunch
period over, the students placed trays in the centralized area and plant manager collected trays
and places them in recycling bin. Cafeteria manager stated that approximately 500 meals. Plant
manager stated approximately 20-24 trash bags are generated depending on the menu. The
trainer counted 17 trash bags generated and 500 trays.
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Contract category: Student Training and Low Recycling
School: LOYOLA VILLAGE ES Local District: WEST LOC 5014 Students: 400
Weekly results and summary of category
During the lunch observation the trainer noticed that the older students are not all recycling as
well as the younger students when the Plant Manager is away. The school hosted a refresher
with the students and building up on the full procedure by recycling other material i.e
lunchables, black trays, fruit containers etc... The first lunch period had quite a few volunteers,
and at the next lunch period recruited students to assist since the Plant Manager went out to
area Plant Manager meeting. The Principal was happy to see assistance and set up a refresher
for next year at the same time.
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Contract category: Student Training and Low Recycling
School: ASPIRE FIRESTONTE ACA Local District: XT LOC 2161 Students: 600
Weekly results and summary of category
This is a charter school. They have one lunch area, two separate charter schools on one
campus. Each school has 3 lunch periods, a total of 6 lunch periods. The plant manager stated
that they had the full recycling program in place for two years in the past. The program was
stopped when an administrative person returned, he stated that the recycling process was
taking too long between lunch periods. Only one or two lunch periods had minimal students
participation recycling the trays. Trainer went over the tray stacking process and recycling of the
trays increased from 10% to approximately 95%, Trainer included the recycling of black plastic
bowls.
Ms. Fatima Luna, the ASP Assistant Director, requested assistance in recycling training, she is
the green cheerleader of the assistance in recycling training, she is the green cheerleader of the
school. She didn't know that that school had the full lunch time recycling program in place.
However, she was extremely pleased to see immediate result with the tray recycling training.
The school has the infrastructure to have the full lunch time recycling program. Ms. Luna
requested 4 recycling carts and classroom baskets from waste management. they also have six
blue 33 gallon containers for recycling that are currently not being used. Trainer will schedule
with Ms. Luna requested a teacher and staff training the first week of August, student training
with an assembly the second week, and then the lunch kick off to start the first week of 2016
school year. The plant manger was please to see the result of the stacking of the tray, he said it
works if there is someone there to guide the students. Ms. Luna observed all lunch periods to
see how students interacted. Trainer advised that tables be dismissed one table at a time and
training students to form a single file line. Sometimes 3 tables were dismissed at a time and
created a traffic jam at the trash cans. This school has a napkin dispenser for students to take
as needed, unlike the regular schools who train students to take the prepacked napkin, spork
and straw. Ms. Luna is interested in the school participating in the food donation program.
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MFR’Y the Robot
Contract category: Student Training – MFR’y the Robot
Weekly results and summary of category
LOC 1
6822
7205
8182
8182

School Name
66TH ST EL
TOWNE EL
HOLMES MS
HOLMES MS

Local District
S
S
Northwest
Northwest

# of Presentations
3
3
1
1

# of Attendees
890
350
12
12

Right Sizing
Description
Right Sizing
Right Sizing
Right Sizing
Right Sizing
Right Sizing
Right Sizing
Right Sizing
Right Sizing
Right Sizing

LOC 1
3426
9010
494
3712
8116
7521
8571
5897
8461

School Name
CARMEN LOMAS GARZAPC
WEST VAL OCCUP CT (PM OFF)
MAINTENANCE NORTH1FA
FAIR EL
ROY ROMER MS
VICTORY EL
CANOGA PK SH
OSO EL
#5
MAGNOLIA SCI ACAD #2

Local District
East
NON-SCHOOL
NON-SCHOOL
Northeast
Northeast
Northeast
Northwest
Northwest
XR

MEC:cvh5.25.2016
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